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Home page: 

Slider-1 

Caption:  Wedding Planning 

Text:  Your wedding dreams are as unique as you are. From sophisticated elegance to glamorous 

style weddings and from luxury weddings to fun theme weddings, no matter what you desire we 

walk each extra mile to make your dreams come true. 

Slider-2 

Caption:  Event Planning 

Text:  The first birthday of your child is as precious as your 40th anniversary. Events are full of 

fun, food, music, love, laughter, a few surprises and a great time with loved ones. Tailormade 

360° event planners keep your events full of cheers so that you wear the crown and not the 

frown. 

Slider-3 

Caption:  Travel Planning 

Text:  Travel for adventure, travel for nirvana, travel to rejoice or travel to be one with 

nature. Travel with Tailormade 360° Travel Planning and turn your journey into a blissful 

experience. 
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Welcome text: 

Welcome to Tailormade 360° 

We are a small team of humble professionals who turn your rare moments into cherished 

ones for a lifetime of happiness. We employ proven strategies, professional resources 

with dedicated expertise and extraordinary organizational abilities on the turf of wedding 

planning, event management and travel planning services and this makes us different 

from our competitors. From traditional to contemporary and from by the book to 

absolutely innovative, we plan weddings and events tailored to your individual needs. We 

are celebrated for picturesque events. Most of our clientèle are repeat customers or 

recommended by word of mouth, who only want us to plan their events so that their 

enjoyment is not tinted with stress. We make design and planning simple for you and 

keeping it simple is the toughest part! 

Born at the intersection of clever and creative, we harness the power of emotion to make 

your events uniquely special. At our core, we are a perfect blend of aspiration and 

achievement. Our passion is to go above and beyond and we take pride in delivering only 

the finest. We choose to provide absolute attention to the detail and ensure impeccable 

customer service at all times. All our resources are hand-picked, tested and reliable. 

Above all, we back each part of our planning services with a money back guarantee to 

keep us always on our toes. We make innovative ideas, creativity and excellence come 

alive with our dedicated zeal to turn your events into an outstanding celebration. 

When your moments meet our magic, the result is absolutely blissful! We are there to 

guide you with all your planning. We are Tailormade 360°! 
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Designed with details & delivered with perfection to make each moment simply picture 

perfect. 

Why Us? 

 We plan with high attention to detail throughout all stages from start to finish 

 We plan with a Sig Sigma approach to all the aspects of the various services we 

provide 

 We do not make any vendor based commission so quality and precision is maintained 

at all times 

 We pride ourselves on providing impeccable customer service with a 24 hour email 

turnaround guarantee 

 We only take on a limited number of clients and thus are able to provide a highly 

attentive service to each of our clients giving them our 100% and more 

Tailor-made Weddings 

We are recognised for Asian weddings and specialize in Indian wedding planning. We not 

only designs and organise the day from scratch, but also provide you with access to a 

plethora of vendors that make your expectations come true. We remain in constant and 

close contact with each vendor throughout the process to monitor each parameter on 

our quality standards and ensure perfections. On this, there is no compromise! In case 

you want a portion of the planning or organizing of the event to be done, we can help 

you with the same as well. 

To experience the magic of our skilful expertise, please get in touch with us now! 

Come Together – Be Together – Together Forever… 

 

A great marriage is not something that just happens; it is something that must be 

created. -Fawn Weaver 

Wedding Themes 
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The Works: All inclusive package 
 
Partial Planning Service: The name says it all, help with individual services 

Fast Forward Planning: 6 months or under remaining before the big day! 

Find my venue: Venue sourcing service 

Bridal Consultation: The girly stuff…Hair and Makeup, Wedding Outfits, Shopping etc 

To the moon and back: Honeymoon planning services 

 

Tailormade 360° Event Planning and Management 

All things are created twice. Begin with the mental picture of the desired result and then 

create a creative path to achieve the results, said Stephen Covey. Begin with the client’s 

expectations, design a blueprint to achieve these expectations, break the event into small 

individual tasks, assign them to the most professional and skilled person of the team, 

ensure the coordination between the teams and flow of the events. Rehearse, repeat and 

keep a back up… There is tons of hard work that we work that we shoulders to make your 

event a successful one. However, you will find the best ambience and a subtle 

harmonious aura with smiling eyes and of course, yummy delicacies. We toil to make you 

smile! 

Multilevel multitasking multiplied multiple times is Event Management. -Rehan Waris 

Occasions Covered 

 Milestone birthday parties 

 Anniversaries 

 Reunions 

 Baby showers 

 Naming ceremonies 

 Cultural events 

 Themed parties 

 Children’s parties 

 

Tailormade 360° Honeymoon Travel Management 

When you love the feeling of exploring… You go places! 
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Marriages are made in heaven, but to keep your romance alive, you need to get away and 

just be with each other. From destination weddings to destination honeymoon travel, we 

make your dreams come true. 

Once a year, go some place you’ve never been before. -Dalai Lama 

Packages Offered 

 Destination advice & planning 

 Drafting itineraries 

 Visa assistance 

 Booking hotels and tours 

 Flights and holiday packages 

 Local transportation and airport pickups 

 Cruises 

 Car hire/rental 
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1. Wedding Planning Services 

BESPOKE WEDDING PLANNING FOR 

THE PERFECT MEMORIES! 

We ensure that the most awaited day of your life becomes the most beautiful and perfect 

memory to cherish. You thoroughly enjoy the event and your guests simply cannot forget 

about it. From initial consultation to a dream destination honeymoon, we plan it all and 

assure you absolute bliss and total peace of mind. 

THE WORKS 

The all-inclusive package 

Signature service to take away all the stress and leaves you smiling. We are your single 

point of contact throughout the event and we manage all aspects of the event to ensure 

it is simply perfect. 

PARTIAL PLANNING SERVICE 

Individual services on demand 

Sourcing resources, vendors, planning or negotiating, managing a single job or a few of 

them as per your requirement 

FAST FORWARD PLANNING 

Seamless planning despite short notice  

For couples who have 6 months or less to plan the wedding the before the big day 

arrives! 

FIND MY VENUE 

Location, location, location 

Tailormade 360°’s venue sourcing service finds you unlimited dream destinations. From 

historic places to luxurious venues, we source the best wedding venues with steal deals.  
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BRIDAL CONSULTATION 

The expert confidant that each bride must have 

Hair and Makeup, Wedding Outfits, Jewellery and Apparels, Shopping Destination, Latest 

Themes and Trends, Event Design, the list goes on and on and on… 

TO THE MOON AND BACK 

Honeymoon planning services 

Honeymoon planning by Tailormade 360° adds the extra edge to the romantic getaways. 

Helping you choose the destinations, shortlisting the best hotels, creating itineraries and 

flights booking, seal the best deals and a few surprises.  

TAILORMADE 360° HIGHLIGHTS 

 Park all your stress with us. We will plan, organise and execute it all with perfection 

 Sig-Sigma approach to planning, organising and managing the projects 

 Its all in the details! Absolute Attention to the detail throughout the 

process(CHANGED FROM IT IS) 

 Personalised service with awide array of vendors and various deals to choose 

from(ADDED A) 

 We create an itinerary based on how you would like the day to flow and then make 

sure it all does go as planned 

 Impeccable customer service with 24-hour turnaround guarantee via phone or email 

 No vendor based commissions to keep things professional and ensure top-notch 

quality and absolute precision at all times 

 Commit to deliver: We serve a limited number of clients at a time and thus are able to 

provide a highly attentive service to each client 

 We firmly believe in formulating innovative ideas, creativity and excellence. Giving 

you anything less than 100 percent is not our style 

 Not the typical wedding organisers - A perfect blend of novel itinerary and traditional 

conventions, customised to complement your requirements 
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List of services we assist with 
 
We bring the finest of the resources, florists, decorators and caterers, musicians, serving 

staff and help together. From the ambiance and décor to the travel itinerary, we ensure 

that each aspect reflects your personal style and is simply amazing. 

Venue Consultation 

Catering & Speciality food 

Priest & religious services 

Horse carriages, Palkhi etc 

Wedding Cake 

Wedding equipment hire 

Chauffeur services 

Car Hire 

Table Plans 

Guest book 

Wedding Insurance 

Wedding Design & Themes 

Outfits & Jewellery 

Mandap/Stage/Marquee 

Helicopters & similar ideas 

Flowers and table decor 

Photo booth 

Chocolate bar 

Baraat band players 

Dhol players 

(New) Honeymoon ideas 

Mobile bars Sale / return 

Civil Ceremony Planning 

Pre-shoot/Photographers 

Chair covers & bows 

Dance floor & up lighting 

Wedding favors & gifts 
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Cupcakes & Fruit displays 

Celebrity performers 

Musicians 

(New) Proposal ideas 

Diamond shopping 

Wedding band 

Cards & Invites 

Videographers 

Venue decor & dressing 

DJ and entertainment 

Toast master & MC’s 

Make Up Artist 

Hairdresser 

Street Food stalls 

Professional dancers 

Miscellaneous services 

 

South Asian weddings are filled with culture, tradition, colour and life. When a couple 

becomes engaged the coming months of their union will be filled with celebration, 

family and a lot of planning! 

What all venues we cover? 
 

Church & Village Halls 

Banqueting Halls 

Tent/Marquee 

Estates/Airfields 

Places of worship 

Restaurants/Pubs/Bars 

Town Halls 

Vineyards/Parks/Gardens 

Barn/Country Manor 

Windswept Hilltops 

Golf & Football Clubs 
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Hotels/Hotel Ballrooms 

Car and bike clubs 

Private residences 

Destination Weddings 

Other Sport Clubs 

Private Sea Forts 

Museum & historic sites 

Castles/Palaces 

Other luxurious venues 

 

FEES/INVESTMENT 

Based on our experience, no two events are alike! Each service is customized to fulfil the 

unique requirements of each individual client. Our charges are 5 to 8 percent of the total 

spend which is an all-inclusive charge with no additional charges whatsoever. We do not 

charge any commissions from our vendors and associates. Our core focus on to deliver 

more than 100 percent assured quality services. We pay absolute attention to detail and 

perfection is what we strive for. We never compromise on the quality and excellence. 

We have a zero obligation initial consultation policy. So, feel free to drop us a line about 

your event and request a free quote. We will send you some additional information 

related to planning tips and services. 

Most of our business is generated via word of mouth publicity and that is our actual gain. 

Your first event planned by us is just the beginning of a lifetime relationship. From then 

on, whenever you think of hosting an event, we always will be your first choice to plan, 

organize it and execute it. 

Wedding page FAQs   

Why should I hire a wedding planner? 

Apart from the obvious that you, your parents, family and friends can relax and enjoy the 

wedding, a rather significant reason is that Tailormade 360o brings you the finest 

resources and industry experts within the same budget. 
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You might plan a wedding or an event once or twice a year, but we do it every day.We 

have handpicked the best service providers from respective industries. We are aware of 

the latest trends and often inspire new trends. Moreover, we always have better choices 

and deals that are not within your reach, otherwise. Above all, it is our job to see that 

‘You are happy with the entire wedding planning, packages and services’. 

Hence, though you are not spending a dime more than you want to, you still get an 

industry expert and confidant to guide you and take care of you. What fun would it be if, 

you are so busy planning and organising the wedding that you simply did not get to enjoy 

the most awaited day of your life? 

There are a million other reasons, but chances are, if you are reading this, you already 

know why you need the Tailormade 360o Wedding Planning Services! 

I am concerned about being involved with the planning process and losing my vision in 

the process. Can I still hire a Planner and be involved? 

Most definitely! We are here to make things easy for you and not steal your thunder. As a 

fact of the matter, your vision is the central theme of your project. Each aspect of the 

wedding will reflect your individual style statement. 

It is solely up to you to decide on the level of your involvement. We execute YOUR vision, 

provide you guidance if needed and provide insight and feedback along the way to make 

the process smooth. 

What kind of weddings do you specialise in? 

We specialise in Asian weddings including all the Hindu, Sikh, Muslim, and mixed-faith 

ceremonies. Pre-events including Sagai, Sangeet, Mehndi, Tilak, Haldi ceremonies etc. are 

planned in traditional or modern ways, purely depending upon your choice. 

I have a small budget, can you help?  

Absolutely! We provide the finest assistance for budgeted weddings as well. If you wish 

to select a few services that you need assistance with, browse through the different 

services that we offer. Our fee is usually a small percentage of the total spend. We 

provide assistance, services and solution for any aspect of the wedding planning as per 
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individual requirements. 

Is there a best time to book a Wedding Planner and can I book you within 6 months of 

the wedding? 

While love challenges and accept bookings within 6 months of the wedding, we 

recommend that you book Tailormade 360o Wedding Planning Services as soon as you 

are engaged. Even before you select a venue or vendors, get in touch for an initial 

consultation. 

Ample time on hand gives us an opportunity to bring to you the choicest options and 

better alternatives. You are involved in the process either way because it is your event. 

How can I book your services? 

Please get in touch via this site, give us a call or simply drop in an email to schedule an 

initial consultation. Based on your requirements, we will send you a free, no obligation 

quote. If you wish to proceed, we can take your booking. 

Note: We only take a limited number of client/projects at a given point of time. This helps 

us uphold the optimum performance, maintain quality and achieve precision. The 

booking is purely based on the first-come-first-serve basis. 

Can we meet in person? 

Yes, of course! As per your convenience, we can come to a venue where you wish to 

meet or you can visit us in London or Manchester. We would recommend you to 

schedule a prior appointment at least 2 weeks in advance. Alternatively, we can connect 

via Skype or Google Plus as well 

Where are you based and how far would you travel? 

We are primarily based in London and Manchester. We travel all over the UK. Most of our 

clients are based in and around London, Essex, Kent in the South and Manchester and 

other surrounding areas of North West England. 

How much communication will we have?  

We have the policy to respond to all emails and phone messages in a timely manner. We 
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will respond to all messages within 24 business hours. 

Do you cover destination weddings? 

At present, we cover destination weddings in India. For any other destination, we can 

recommend some of the other finest destination wedding planners as per your 

requirement. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Event Planning Services 

 

Bespoke Asian Indian event planners in London, Manchester and across the UK 

The first birthday of your child is as precious as your 40th anniversary. Events are full of fun, food, 

music, love, laughter, a few surprises and a great time with loved ones. Would you be able to 

enjoy your own the bachelor party, if you were busy coordinating the event?  

Tailormade 360° event planners keep your events full of cheers so that you wear the crown and 

not the frown. 

What all Occasions Covered? 

From a friend’s get-together to themed destination parties that last from one to five days, 

Tailormade 360° plans and executes all kinds of social events. 

Birthday parties Anniversaries Themed parties/events 

Reunions Baby showers Bridal showers 

Children’s parties Naming ceremonies Cultural events 

Annual retreats Themed Destination parties  Social events/ gatherings 

 

 

Fees/Investment 

Based on our experience, no two events are alike! As this is a tailormade 360° service 

every client’s needs will differ. Our charges are usually in the region of around 5% to 7.5% 

of the total spend for the all-inclusive services. 

We do not make any commissions from our vendors so you can be rest assured that only 
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quality, attention to detail and perfection is what we work towards. On this there is no 

compromise! 

Drop us a line and request a free, no obligation initial consultation. We’ll also send you 

more information about using our services along with some helpful planning tips and 

advice. 

Events Planner FAQ’s 

Why should I hire an Events Planner? 

Each event is planned with a subtle desire of spreading smiles. However, planning, choosing and 

deciding, coordinating, serving and executing are a few phases of event management. As a host, 

you can either be busy running errands or hire Tailormade 360° event planner to successfully 

accomplish it for you. 

We bring in years of experience, reputed and respective industry experts, and amazing deals 

within your budget. From theme and décor to menu and allied arrangements, all are executed 

only after your approval. However, we save you from all the big and small hassles and ensure 

that you have a great time.   

Your genuine delight is the core measure of our success.  

What sort of events do you help with? 

We help with birthday parties, anniversaries, reunions, baby showers, naming ceremonies, 

cultural events, themed parties, children’s parties and other social events are our strong suite as 

of now.  

However, to fulfil the demand of our present customers, we are coming up with corporate event 

planning as well. To know more, please get in touch with our event planners.   

 

 

 

Do you charge for an initial consultation? 

No, the initial consultations are complimentary and a chance for us to get to know each other. 

 

What sort of venues do you organize events at? 

We can organize events at your back garden or house, all sorts of hotels, restaurants and bars, 

pubs or any other venue of your choice. Depending on the theme of your event, budget and 

number of attendees, we can help you pick a suitable venue as well. We have a wide array of 

options and ideas, talk to us to know more! 
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Do you support or cater to any specific religions? 

No, we respect and cater to people from all walks of life, religions and ethnic backgrounds. 

 

Do you have a minimum guest count?  

We work for you irrespective of the size of the event. 

How much communication will we have? 

We have a policy to respond to all queries, emails and phone messages within 24 business hours. 

 

How many events do you coordinate in a day? 

To provide you with our undivided attention, each event manager at Tailormade 360°coordinates 

only one in a day.  

How do I become your client? 

Contact us for the appointment via this site, call us or write to us and we shall set up the initial 

consultation for you. 

How do I become your client? 

How many hours are you on site the day of the event? 

What will you attire at my wedding / Event? 

Will you eat, drink or dance at the event? 

What is the difference between an event planner and a venue/ site coordinator? 

Many event planners only work with exclusive vendors. If I hire Tailormade 360°, does that 

mean that I cannot use the ideas and vendors that I already had in mind? 

Will I be active in the planning of my event? 

When is it too late to hire a day of coordinator? 

How can I hear about all your recent events and ideas? 

 

3. Travel Planning Services 

Quote on background image: The world is a book and those who do not travel read only a page - 

St Augustine 

Or 

Travel for adventure, travel for nirvana, travel to rejoice or travel to be one with nature… Travel 

with Tailormade 360° Travel Planning and turn your journey into a blissful experience 

Travel Planning Services and Packages 
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From the moment, you get the thought that you want to get away to the moment you come back 

home feeling content and serene, we pave the path for a fluid excursion.  With a strong foothold 

in Asia, Tailormade 360° is an exclusive travel-planning specialist. We are celebrated travel 

guides for India and Southeast Asia.  

You have reached the most genial travel planners to pack bags to go around UK, Europe, South 

America, the Middle East or Asia! 

 

Destination advice and planning for 

travellers and tourists 
Design travel itinerary Visa assistance 

Hotel bookings Tour packages 
Sourcing best deals and prices for 

flights and holiday packages 

Booking local transportation and airport 

pickups 
Cruise vacation planning Car hire/car rental services 

Worldwide train and coach support Bus journey assistance 
Absolute travel planning and 

assistance 

 

Tailormade 360° – The Exclusive Travel Planners 

 

Limited number of bookings and clients helps us deliver personalized and attentive service to 

each client giving them more than 100%. We employ Six Sigma approach to plan each aspect of 

various services. 

Support 

Impeccable customer service with 24-hour email turnaround guarantee 

 

Planning Checklist 

Customized planning as per your preferences and not just your requirements 

 

Pure Bliss 

No vendor based commissions to keep the quality and precision integral at all times 

Absolute attention to detail throughout all stages from start to finish 

 

Money Back Guarantee 

If you are not satisfied with our services, we will refund your amount 
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FEES/INVESTMENT 

 

 We plan detailed itineraries from as little as £25! 

 Every travel plan is designed to fulfill your precise requirements. 

 The charges differ as per customization of the travel package.  

 We do not charge for the service, in case, you are not happy with it. 

 

Travel Planning FAQs 

 

Why should I hire a travel planner? 

Travel planners are subject matter experts and have a wealth of knowledge within the travel 

industry. They bring to you a plethora of resources and you benefit from their expertise. Save 

time and money; travel stress-free; enjoy the journey without any arrangement hassles. 

 

What makes you different from travel agents and other planners? 

We deeply care to make your vacation an unwinding and rejoicing experience. We listen to your 

needs, customize and design your itinerary based on your personal preferences. We design travel 

experiences and not just create travel packages. 

 

Corporate or business travel, the vacation to unwind, honeymoon trip or anniversary getaway, 

an adventure expedition package, missionary voyage, humanitarian journey, family travel 

packages, Tailormade 360° means comfort and finesse.   

 

From travel experience to comfort lodging and from wine and dine to feel of the travel 

destination, we take care of every aspect so that you derive all your travel pleasure and desires 

and achieve the goals.  

 

What can I purchase through you? 

We design and offer only customized travel-planning service and packages. However, we do help 

you with booking for local tours and travel, airport pickups and car rentals, etc. We also help you 

with visa assistance for most of the countries.  

 

Do you book flights and hotel? 

While flights and hotel bookings are a part of our customized travel packages, we do not have 

only flights and hotel booking option as of now. However, due to our expertise, we do provide 
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guidance and unparalleled recommendations where you can find the best deals. After you have 

made your bookings, we guide you how to make the best out of your trip.  

 

Do you offer discounts on any of the bookings? 

As we ourselves do not take bookings, we only direct you to reputed companies that can offer 

good discounts on bookings. However, we provide you with competitive rates for local travel and 

tours as well as get the local travel booked for you. We have a strong vendor network in Asia and 

the Middle East. 

 

What happens if I am unhappy with the service? 

 

We do not charge if you are not satisfied with the service.  We want you to be completely 

satisfied and recommend us to your family and friends. We ensure that you get personalized 

attention and services. Yet, just in case you are not happy, email us the details of the service and 

we shall happily refund you the fee you were charged.  

We believe in honesty and absolute customer satisfaction.  If there is something we cannot do 

for you, we are upfront about it.  

 

How much time does the Travel Planner give me? 

The consultation duration depends upon your list of requirements. On an average, our planning 

experts spend up to 4 hours on a consultation for a 10-day holiday that includes up to 3 

destinations.  

 

Kindly, get in touch with your travel requirements for precise guidance. We shall be happy to 

provide you a free, no obligation quote.  

 

How much communication will we have? 

We have the policy to respond to all emails and phone messages in a timely manner. We respond 

to all messages within 24 business hours. 

 

Are you insured? 

We are fully insured for Public Liability and have a Professional Liability cover as well. All our 

travel associates with and the companies we recommend you for bookings are ATOL/ABTA 

protected and IATA certified. Our international associates and serving vendors have similar 

protection in place as well. 
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Testimonials 

Wedding and events 

 It was a last minute decision to hire a planner for our wedding. Mousumi and her team took 

all the stress out of the wedding. She easily gave us options for what we wanted and covered 

all those aspects that we would never have thought of. It meant instead of trying to find out 

if we were being charged too much for something we could spend time on our first dance, 

speeches and being with family. A very well executed event that still have the guests talking –

Mr and Mrs Lavin  

 To all the brides and couples that are considering Tailormade 360 as your wedding 

coordinator, know that it will be one of the best decisions you will make… Anusha S  

 We chose (Tailormade 360) as our wedding planners as we had recently moved back to 

Manchester and didn’t know where to start with planning a wedding until a family friend 

recommended them! We were both busy at work and wanted it to be an enjoyable process, 

rather than taking over all of our spare time. Mousumi and Krish were fantastic to work with. 

They were able to take our ideas and turn them into a fabulous day. Their advice on styling 

and suppliers was perfect. The recommendations and planning led to a seamless day where 

we could totally relax, enjoy each other and our guests – without having to worry about a 

thing.  They are organised, lovely to work with and nothing is a problem. We can’t thank 

Mousumi and Krish enough and would definitely recommend her to others -  Megan and 

Dipak 

 

 You did the impossible! Trying to keep all of us going in the right direction must have seemed 

a daunting task but you managed it with grace and ease – Gul  

 

 Big thank you to the Tailormade 360 team for all your planning and managing my parent’s 

50th wedding anniversary. You were such a help taking all of our emails, making deliveries 

and arrangements. I could sit back and enjoy it, knowing you had the "big picture" and 

everything under control. I would definitely recommend you – E Singh  

 

 We were so pleased with how the evening went and have received many, many compliments 

on how it was like a fairy-tale – Simoneand Rishab 
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 The happiness of our children's wedding was accentuated by the care and enthusiasm 

engendered by Mousumi and her team, who professionally looked after everything, and 

made us feel like family. We wish them all the success they so deserve – Mr and Mrs Kashyap 

Travel 

 Thanks for the arrangements for an unforgettable vacation. As usual, your services were 

exceptional and everything was perfect. Unsurpassed attention to detail and very 

intelligent thinking – Chirag and family 

 

 Special thanks to Krish for going above and beyond to help me with the daunting task of 

booking all my flights and hotels and creating such an amazing itinerary – Emma F 

 

 Our highlight was spending time in the backwaters of Kerala - it was beautiful, quiet, 

rejuvenating and relaxing!  We didn't have to worry about anything! Krish gave us great 

options for what we were interested in that fit exactly what we were looking for and 

stayed in our budget! If we had any questions he could answer him- I felt better going on 

vacation knowing he was there to help with any concerns we had! Thanks for helping to 

make our trip so enjoyable! – Colin B 

 

 I have been using Krish’s expertise for many years to book my long haul travel 

arrangements. Each booking has been managed efficiently, with a truly bespoke service 

and an amazing local support network. Nothing is too much trouble and as a lone 

traveller andthis is a service that I value highly – J Ramsey 

 

 Thank you for your GREAT service and attention to detail. I have always preferred using a 

live person–like yourself–to make our travel arrangements. We have done quite a bit of 

traveling and it is just so much more reassuring to deal with a person than an abstract 

thing like the computer – Dr. R G Menon 
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Contact page 

For the contact section here are my details; 

 

Phone: XXXXXXXXX 

Email: XXXXXXX 

 

Skype: XXXXXXXXX 
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